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APPENDIX A

IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS GUIDELINE
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Interview for caregiver’s of people with schizophrenia

This is a protocol for a semi structured, in depth interview in the pilot study,

for caregiver providing care to people with schizophrenia. It has two sections. The

first obtains demographic data. It is important during this phase of the interview to

establish rapport and to put the participant at ease. Therefore, it is not necessary to

complete every item at the onset. Some may be completed at the end of the interview.

It is may be preferable to focus on fewer items to avoid setting an example of very

brief responses ( “yes” or “ no”) to later open-ended questions.

The second section contains a guide for the semi- structured interview.

It includes questions about the caregiver’s experience of expressed emotion toward

people with schizophrenia. This interview guide was validated by major and co-

adviser who experts in qualitative study.
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INTERVIEW PROTOCAL

Participant number……………

Date…………………………..

Interview length………………

Part I Demographic Data

1. Age:

2. Religions:

Q: What is your religious practice?

3. Marital status:

4. Education:

Q: What is the highest level of your education?

1. Primary school 2. Secondary school 3.Diploma degree

4. Bachelor degree 5. Other

5. Occupation:

Q: What is your occupation?....................................................

6. Income:

Q: Which item best describes your family income?

1. Comfortable for extras

2. Enough for a few extras but a need to budget carefully

3. Some income but not any for extras

4. Barely enough to support the household

7. Type of family:

Q: Who live in your household?................................................................

8. Number of household members: ( record from question number 7 )

9. Multiple roles:

Q: Who else in the household helps in taking care of your ill child……………….

10. Role support:

Q: Who else in the household helps in taking care of your ill relative……………..
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Characteristics of care recipient (number 11-16)

11. Has anyone ever told you about your relative’s diagnosis? What did they say ? Do

you understand? Agree? (Make notes and select a best fit choice below)

1. Schizophrenia

2. Schizoaffective disorder

3. Other non-affective Psychosis

12. Age

Q: How old was he/she when he/she was first diagnosed with …………….

13. Gender:

Q: Is your child male or female?

1. Male

2. Female

14. Treatment received:

Q: How many times has your relative stayed overnight in the hospital for

schizophrenia?

The number of hospitalizations:………………………..

Q: When was the last time (name) was in the hospital ? Do you remember how long

he/she stayed there ? …………..days.

Q: Is your relative taking any medication that was given by somebody else?

1. Yes

2. No

If yes follow with

Q: Who?

Q: Can you tell me the names of each and what they are for………………

15. Co-habitation:

Q: How long have you lived together since the first diagnosis:…………………….

16. Medical problem:

Q: Does your child have any medical problem?

1. Yes

2. No

If yes: Q: What is it?......................................
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Main Questions

The following are the main questions used in this pilot study.

1. As you are the caregiver of your relative who diagnosed as schizophrenia. I

am interested in your experience with your feeling or attitude toward (name

of relative) . Please give me examples of your feeling toward he/she?

2. How did you feel when you taking care of he/she?

3. Why?

4. What happened in your daily life when you cared FOR him/her?

5. What did you do when he/she did something not appropriate or created

problem?

6. How did you express your emotion toward (name).?

7. What does an expressed emotion mean to you?
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APPENDIX B

CONTENT VALIDITY FORM



1
5
5

Content Validity Form

Instructions: Please determine relevancy of items to the constructs, clarity and conciseness. Please provide alternatives in the space provided for

any items with relevancy of 1 or 2, not clear or not

Item Relevancy Clarity Conciseness Other comments

Criticism   1 2 3 4 Yes No Yes No                    (Recommend from experts)

1. I don’t like many of his behaviors, such

as being lazy or stubborn

2. I feel ashamed of his behavior

3. I feel distressed as a result of his

behavior

Relevancy

1 =  Not relevancy

2 =  Somewhat relevancy

3 =  Quite relevancy

4 = Very relevancy

Clarity

Yes = Clear

 No = Not clear

Conciseness

Yes = Concise

 No = Not concise
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APPENDIX D

PROTECTION OF SUBJECTS’ HUMAN RIGHTS
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Protection of Subjects� Human Rights
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   �	��+��+(�-./�#/	�3��&��	��%�"	�����
My name is Mrs. Jiraporn Sunpaweravong and now I am conducting a

doctoral thesis project for my doctoral degree study. My thesis title is “Development

of the Expressed Emotion Scale for Thai Family Caregivers of Schizophrenic

Patients”. The purpose of this study is to develop an instrument for assessing

expressed emotion in Thai family caregivers of schizophrenic patients. Information

gathered will be used to write report and it will provide valuable information for

nurses and health care teams to deal with relapse and interpersonal relationship

problem in the family of people with schizophrenia.  If you agree to participant in this

study, you will be asked to complete a demographic data form and then the researcher

will interview you. It will take time around 45 -60 minutes. The interview may take

place two or three time. If you have question about the study I will be glad to explain

it to you. All of your answer and your identity will not be revealed. All information

will only be used for purpose of this research project. Tapes and transcripts will be

numbered and will be kept in a confidential way. Tape recordings will be erased after

the data is not longer needed.

There is not risk to participate in this study. Your participation is voluntary in

nature; you may withdraw from this study at any time even after you start the interview

process. There will no penalty or any effect if you decide to refuse to participate.

Your signature on this form will indicate that you understand this form and you

consent in this study.

………………………. ………………………. …………………

Name of Participant            Signature Date

………………………. ………………………. …………………

Name of Researcher            Signature Date

If you still have any question, you can contact me at the following address.

Jiraporn Sunpaweeavong

Faculty of Nursing, Prince of Songkla University

International Program, Hat Yai, Songkhla Thailand  901290112

Tel. 086- 9437111
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APPENDIX E

LIST OF CONTENT VELIDITY EXPERTS
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LIST OF CONTENT VELIDITY EXPERTS
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